A monthly program of free public talks, curated + hosted by Anna Maskiell of Public Realm Lab that brings together architects + the people they work for / with.

6 - 9 PM
41 EXHIBITION ST MELBOURNE

JUN 19
ON: ENCOUNTERING + LIVING WITH ART
DAVID SEQUEIRA
Curator, Collector, Consultant
Everything Nothing Projects
CORBETT LYON
Architect, Art Patron, Educator
Lyons, Lyon Housemuseum

JUL 24
ON: EXPERIENCE
LIBBY CALLAWAY
Occupational Therapist, academic
Monash University, Summer Foundation
DR KATE TREGLOAN
Architect, academic, researcher
Monash University (MADA)

AUG 21
ON: CULTURAL TRANSLATION
DAMEIN BELL
CEO, advocate
Gunditj Mirring Traditional Owners Aboriginal Corporation
DR DARRAGH O’BRIEN
Architect, researcher
ARC, Peckvonhartel

SEP 18
SPECIAL EVENT!
SPECIAL EXPERT!

OCT 23
ON: SPORT + COMMUNITY
KATE ROFFEY
CEO
Committee for Melbourne + Tennis Aus. former CEO
HAMISH LYON
Architect, advocate, principal
NH Architecture

NOV 20
ON: COLLABORATION
SYLVIA HADJIANTONIOU
Director Major Capital Projects
Monash Health + formerly Monash University
KERSTIN THOMPSON
Architect
Kerstin Thompson Architects

Sponsored by SJB

Australian Institute of Architects
facebook.com/ArchiTalksFridaynightX
@public_realm_lab